The thermosalient phenomenon. "Jumping crystals" and crystal chemistry of the anticholinergic agent oxitropium bromide.
The anticholinergic agent oxitropium bromide possesses rich crystal chemistry, most remarkably exhibiting a strong thermosalient effect ("jumping crystal" effect), a mechanical property with potential applications in organic-based actuators. The thermosalient effect, manifested in forceful jumps of up to several centimeters, was investigated by a combination of structural, microscopic, spectroscopic, and thermoanalytical techniques, providing data on which to base a proposed mechanism for the phenomenon. Direct observation of the effect in a single crystal and structure determination of both phases revealed that the jumping of the crystals is a macroscopic manifestation of a highly anisotropic change in the cell volume. The cell distortion is accompanied by a conformational change of the oxitropium cation, which triggers increased separation between the ion pairs in the lattice at nearly identical separation between the cation and the anion within each ion pair. At the molecular level, the cation acts as a molecular shuttle composed of two rigid parts (epoxy-aza-tricyclic-nonyl portion and phenyl ring) that are bridged by a flexible ester linkage. The structure of the rigid, inert aza-tricyclic portion remains practically unaffected by the temperature, suggesting a mechanism in which the large, thermally accumulated strain is transferred over the ester bridge to the phenyl ring, which rotates to trigger the phase transition. Mechanistic details of the higher temperature solid-state phenomena are also presented. The high-temperature phase can also be obtained by grinding or UV irradiation of the room-temperature phase. In addition, if it is irradiated with UV light in the presence of KBr, the high-temperature phase undergoes intramolecular photochemical rearrangement. Heating the high-temperature phase to slightly below the melting temperature results in an additional solid-state reaction that results in the conversion of the salt to a mixture of neutral compounds.